MetaSource Promotes Mary Kladde to SVP
of Mortgage Services
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Oct. 11, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — MetaSource, the
leading provider of mortgage quality control (QC), risk management, and
workflow automation solutions, announced it has promoted Mary Kladde to
Senior Vice President of Mortgage Services. In this new role, Kladde will be
responsible for the oversight and continued enhancement of MetaSource’s
mortgage solutions and services portfolio.

“When MetaSource acquired Titan, we knew we were getting much more than just
complementary technology and services,” said Adam Osthed, President & CEO of
MetaSource. “Mary Kladde‘s extensive knowledge in this space positions
MetaSource extremely well as we continue to grow our mortgage product-service
line.”
Kladde was previously CEO of Titan Lenders Corp., which MetaSource acquired
in March 2016, and has a diverse 24+ years of experience in the operational
aspects of the mortgage industry. Prior to co-founding Titan in 2007, she
spent more than 15 years developing her deep background in mortgage
processes. It is this background that provides her with a keen insight as to
what services are needed for individual customers and their prospective
business channels.
“To have Titan absorbed into the MetaSource family was one of the crowning

achievements of my career. Being tasked with leading MetaSource’s next phase
of growth in the mortgage segment is icing on top of the cake,” Kladde said.
“As regulators continue to issue data-centric regulations on this industry,
it is imperative that mortgage lenders leverage automation to improve their
data management, and I look forward to communicating to the industry how
MetaSource can help achieve these aims.”
Kladde holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in English with an emphasis in theatre
from California State University, Chico. She resides in the Denver area with
her family.

About MetaSource
MetaSource is a technology driven provider of Business Process Outsourcing
(BPO) / Business Process Management (BPM) services integrated with Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) and workflow solutions and customer experience
processes to meet clients’ goals and objectives. They service a variety of
industries for a national clientele through our global network of PCI Level
1, Version 3 compliant, SOC / AT101 Type II / AT 101 (formerly known as
SAS70) and HIPAA compliant processing centers. MetaSource employs over 800
worldwide and supports more than 4,000 installations as EMC’s largest
distributor of the ApplicationXtender Content Management product suite
through a network of over 130 Channel Partners.
More information: http://mortgage.metasource.com/.
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